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4. PROMOTING LITERACY IN PRESCHOOL CLASSROOMS: 

THE ACTIVITY OF BOOK LOAN
23

  

 

ABSTRACT  

In this paper, we analyze how the activity of book loan is accomplished in daily 

practice in two Dutch preschools and which emergent literacy practices are attached 

to this routine. Every week, preschool children (2;6 to 4;0 years old) choose a book in 

classroom to read at home with their parents. The basic structure of the book loan 

activity is: 1) the teacher orients the child to the activity; 2) the child browses books 

and selects one; and 3) the teacher acknowledges the child’s choice. The basic book 

loan routine can be supplemented by two additional moves: one to stimulate reading 

and one about the registration of the choice. Teachers can orient children to reading 

by talking about the content of the story and by emphasizing that the child will read 

the book at home with a parent. Orientation to the registration procedure serves a 

more general role in emergent literacy since it illustrates the use and function of 

writing down “contracts”.  

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Compulsory school attendance in the Netherlands starts at age five, but many children 

enter preschool or day care years earlier and are already beginning to be socialized 

into the educational system from age 2;6. In the Netherlands, Early Childhood 

Education is considered to be important for preparing children from minority 

language groups and disadvantaged backgrounds for formal education (den Elt, van 

Kuyk & Meijnen, 1996). Dutch preschools therefore are increasingly employed in 

attempts to reduce and prevent learning and language delays in ‘at risk’ children (van 

der Vegt et al., 2007; van Kampen, Kloprogge, Rutten & Schonewille, 2005b). Two 

thirds of the children between 2;0 and 4;0 years old attend preschool (Westenbrink & 

Versteegen, 2006). 

Emergent literacy is one of the focal issues in Early Childhood Education in 

the Netherlands. Preschools should provide children with the opportunity to 

experience the use and relevance of written language (Bus, 1995; Leseman, 1998; 

Neuman & Roskos, 1997). A literacy promoting program that is often used in Dutch 

preschools is Boekenpret, a program related to Bookstart (Moore & Wade, 2003; van 

den Berg & Middel, 1996; van der Pennen, 2001). One of the activities of the 

Boekenpret program is book loan: every week the children get to pick a book in 

preschool to take home and to read with their parents. The main aims of this activity 

are to make books available to children and parents, and to teach the child how to 
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choose a book (van der Pennen, 2001). In this paper, we will study how the book loan 

activity in two Dutch preschools is structured, what kind of teacher-child interactions 

are accomplished and what children can learn from participating in this activity.  

 

4.2 BOOK LOAN AS A SITUATED ACTIVITY SYSTEM IN PRESCHOOL  

Educational settings with a focus on emergent literacy should stimulate children to 

experience the joy of reading and to make recreational reading part of their (daily) 

occupations (Morrow & Weinstein, 1986). According to Nell (1988), one important 

influence in reading for pleasure, is having selected a book that meets the reader’s 

expectations about what the book will be like and what kind of reading experience it 

will provide. The purpose of having children borrowing books in preschool is to make 

books available, to let children read with their parents regularly and, eventually, to 

encourage families to visit the library. Access to books is facilitated by distributing 

them via preschools or nurseries. Through borrowing books, children and parents are 

stimulated to read regularly and to experience a range of different books (van der 

Pennen, 2001).  

In this paper, we will argue that the routine activity of book loan functions as a 

Situated Activity System (Goffman, 1961). The Situated Activity System provides a 

global structure to a routine activity. Within this global structure, verbal and 

nonverbal acts are connected, norms and procedures apply and participants are 

working towards an end state. In the case of book loan, the end state is that the child 

needs to borrow a book. Participants are oriented to the global structure of the SAS, 

but they can vary the ways they go about this routine together.  

Situated Activity Systems often develop in institutional settings, like 

workplaces or schools (C. Goodwin, 1997; C. Goodwin, 2000b), but can also occur in 

structured activities outside of institutions. Marjorie Harness Goodwin for example 

described the specific roles, acts and ways girls talk during a game of hopscotch (M. 

Goodwin, 2006). The sequential moves, norms and procedure of the SAS structure the 

way people act and talk. The concept of SAS is closely related to the notion of speech 

event: an activity that is ‘directly governed by rules or norms for the use of speech’ 

(Hymes, 1974, p.52). Within the SAS, use of and orientation to objects and body 

positioning play an essential role. Archaeologists, for example, use a classification 

chart to negotiate the color of soil, and girls playing hopscotch refer to the grid in their 

disputes (Goodwin, 2000a). Likewise, orientation to the collection of books is part of 

the SAS of book loan. 

By learning to participate in an SAS, children learn to participate in verbal 

interaction that is used in specific (classroom) situations. Berenst (2003), for example, 

described the SAS of checking presence during morning circle time in preschool. He 
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described the routine of ritual language use during checking presence and showed 

how children are oriented to preferred language practices in the routine. By learning 

to participate in a SAS, young children learn specific ways of using language. In 

routines like the activity of book loan or the like game peek-a-boo, there is a restricted 

and shared set of meaningful elements. As the child becomes familiarized with the 

routine of subsequent moves, he or she can start to reproduce the interactional moves 

in the routine and increasingly fill these moves with linguistic content. As long as the 

child and the teacher keep oriented to the elementary structure of the routine, they can 

use a variety of language forms in the interactional moves (Bruner & Sherwood, 

1976; Camaioni, 1986). 

In this paper, we will describe the structure of the SAS of book loan in daily 

practice in two preschool classrooms. We will focus on how the activity is 

accomplished, how moves in the routine are verbally realized, and what implicit and 

explicit ‘rules’ play a role in the activity. Our main research question is: Which 

emerging literacy practices can be learned from participating in the SAS of book 

loan?  

 

4.3 DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

The data used in this paper are drawn from a broader study investigating pragmatic 

development in preschool. In this longitudinal project 25 children from 4 preschools 

were followed from 2;6 to 4;0 years old in classroom. The children’s interactions 

during the day at preschool were recorded every three months. Individual audio 

recordings for every focal child and an overview video recording were made. The 

audio recording device was sown into a little jacket (see picture 1, the recording 

device is hidden underneath the “fur” on the back). Each recording consists of the 

activities and interactions of one child during one morning or afternoon at preschool. 

Selections of the recordings are transcribed using Jeffersonian conventions (Jefferson, 

1984). 

 

Picture 1. Recording jackets back and front 
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From the PRACTING corpus, we drew a collection of 37 fragments of interactions 

during the book loan activity in preschool, with a total duration of over an hour (68 

minutes). We selected interactions from children in two of the four preschools (22 and 

15 fragments, respectively, from preschool A and C
24

). The two preschools are 

located in a middle-sized town in the North of the Netherlands. Both preschools use 

the literacy promoting program Boekenpret (van den Berg & Middel, 1996; van der 

Pennen, 2001). Preschool C also uses the educational program Kaleidoscoop, a Dutch 

version of the High/Scope program (Barnett, 1985; Schweinhart, 2004; Schweinhart 

& Weikart, 1997). Both classrooms consist of 12 to 15 children, a teacher (two 

teachers in preschool C), an assistant and often an intern. The 37 fragments in our 

selection are book loan interactions of 14 children (9 girls and 5 boys). We selected 

two to three fragments for most children at different ages to create a wide age range 

(2;1 to 3;10 years old). An overview of the corpus is given in appendix E.  

The qualitative analysis used in this study is based in the conversation analysis 

framework. Conversation analysis can be used to understand contexts by examining 

the moves the participants make, since participants show their understanding of the 

event through their actions, which at the same time contribute to the event. In this 

study, we apply conversation analysis in an institutional context (Heritage, 2005). 

Institutional talk differs from ”ordinary conversation” in that it is related to specific 

settings and tasks, for example, making emergency phone calls, having a radio 

interview or, in this case, borrowing a book in classroom. It is the talk people use to 

“manage those practical tasks, and to perform the particular activities associated with 

their participation in institutional contexts” (Drew & Sorjonen, 1997, p.92). The three 

basic elements of institutional talk are 1) interaction partners show an orientation to 

specific goals, relevant to the social institution; 2) there are special constraints about 

which interactional contributions are appropriate; and 3) the institutional context is 

related to specific ways of making inferences (Drew & Heritage, 1992). Most 

institutional talk is not as scripted as, for example, wedding ceremonies. Nevertheless, 

the variation that participants show in institutional settings is limited by the goal and 

the constraints of the event (Heritage, 2005). We use applied institutional 

conversation analysis to understand how children learn the practices of a classroom 

community and what they may learn from these practices.  
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 In preschool B, book loan was organized before the school day started and therefore fell outside the 

range of our recordings. In preschool D there was no book loan. 
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4.4 RESULTS 

4.4.1 General description 

The book loan is organized within the period of free play: teachers sit somewhere in 

the classroom with the loan books and registration material, while the children are 

involved in free play and have to interrupt their activity when it is their turn to borrow 

a book. The duration of the activity of book loan varies from 6 seconds to 7½ minutes, 

on average just under two minutes (1 min 51 sec). The book loan activity is most 

often lead by the intern (21 times out of 37), but also the assistant, the teacher or a 

parent can be in charge of the loan. Book loan is generally done in a one-to-one 

interaction (26 times out of 37), but this also occurs in small groups of two to four 

children. However, when it is organized as a group activity, children do not really 

borrow a book together, but get a mutual instruction, pick their book individually and 

present their choice to the teacher individually. Children have to present the book they 

chose to the teacher, who registers the choice and puts the book into a special bag, 

which the children take home at the end of the day.  

 

4.4.2 The routine of book loan 

We analyzed the book loan fragments and extracted one basic pattern and two 

supplemental patterns, which can be added to the basic routine. The basic book loan 

routine consists of three moves: 1) the teacher orients the child to the activity of book 

loan, 2) the child selects a book and 3) the teacher acknowledges this choice. All the 

book loan activities are based on this structure, which is schematized in figure 1. The 

three moves of the routine are analyzed in more detail in the next paragraphs.  

 

Figure 1. Basic routine of the activity of book loan 

 

 

 

 

Teacher orients the child to 

the activity of book loan 

Child chooses a book 

Teacher acknowledges the 

child’s choice 
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Basic routine: orientation to the activity of book loan 

Before the activity of book loan can start, the teacher makes some preparations: she 

sets out a box with books, a box with yellow book bags to take the books home and a 

registration folder. When the books and book bags are in place, the teacher invites 

children to come to her to borrow a book. The teacher’s preparation can function as a 

visual cue of the start of the book loan activity and children may approach the teacher 

on their own initiative and volunteer to pick a book. However, in most cases the child 

enters the activity upon the teacher’s explicit verbal invitation (33 times out of 37 

cases). An example of a teacher inviting a child to the book loan activity is given in 

excerpt 1. 

 

(1) “Pick a book at Miss Trynke’s” [Ryan (2;6), Paula (3;11), Miss Trynke, Miss 

Molly] 

Situation: Ryan is playing with blocks with Paula and Miss Molly. Miss Trynke is in 

charge of the book loan at the other side of the classroom. 

 Speaker  Transcript Dutch original  

1 Miss T.: Ryan ((Miss Trynke is holding 

up a book bag)) 

Ryan  

2  (0,7) (0,7) 

3 Miss T.: Ryan Ryan 

4  (0,9) (0,9) 

5 Paula: you have to pick a book je moet een boekje <uitzoeken> 

6 Miss M.: °can pick a book at Miss 

Trynke’s ((leans towards Ryan))  

°mag nog een boekje uitzoeken 

bij juf Trynke  

7 Miss M.: look↑ ((points towards Miss 

Trynke)) 

kijk es↑  

8  (0,5) (0,5) 

9 Miss M.: Miss Trynke has all kinds of 

books and you can pick one 

juf Trynke heeft allemaal 

boeken en daar mag jij eentje 

uitzoeken 

10  (1,5) ((Ryan runs towards Miss 

Trynke)) 

(1,5)  

11 Miss T.: come: you can pick a book  kom maa:r mag je even een 

boekje uitzoeken 

 

Excerpt 1 shows how children are supposed to interrupt their play when they are 

invited to pick a book. Ryan is playing with blocks when Miss Trynke calls his name. 

Ryan does not react to Miss Trynke’s call, so an extended pre-expansion (Schegloff, 
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2007) follows. This example illustrates how teachers manifest themselves as a team: 

the book loan activity is an interaction between Ryan and Miss Trynke, and the 

extended pre-expansion is between Ryan and Miss Molly. The two teachers together 

construct the move of orienting Ryan to the activity of book loan. Even Paula plays a 

role in the teamwork of orienting Ryan to respond appropriately to Miss Trynke’s 

invitation. Paula is an experienced preschooler of almost 4 years old and interprets 

correctly that Miss Trynke calls Ryan because she wants him to pick a book, which 

we can infer from her remark: you have to pick a book (line 5). Miss Molly then 

extends the pre-expansion and tells Ryan what he is supposed to do (°can pick a book 

at Miss Trynke’s, line 6; Miss Trynke has all kinds of books and you can pick one, line 

9) and directs his attention by pointing to Miss Trynke and saying look (line 7). Miss 

Molly’s encouragement is effective and Ryan runs to Miss Trynke. When he is with 

her, she explicitly gives her invitation again (come: you can pick a book, line 11). 

This pattern indicates the effort it takes to reorient children from their free play 

activity to the new activity of book loan. Sometimes it is even more difficult for the 

teacher to orient the child to the book loan, when the child initially gives priority to 

his current activity of free play. There are three cases in our selection, in which a child 

initially refuses to interrupt his or her own play, and obeys the teacher only after a 

negotiation. The refusals are given by children at younger ages: Kirsten at age 2;6 and 

Danny at the ages 2;4 and 2;8. An example of Danny is given in excerpt 2. A refusal 

does not have consequences for the general pattern of book loan, but does lead to an 

extended first move of orienting the child to the new activity. 

 

(2) “Just into the house” [Danny (2;4), Intern Denise] 

Situation: Danny is playing in the house area. Intern Denise is in charge of the book 

loan and walks towards the house area to get Danny to pick a book with her. 

 Speaker Transcript Dutch Original  

1 Intern D.: Danny ((looks into the house 

area)) 

Danny  

2  (0,3) (0,3) 

3 Intern D.: will you join picking a book? kom je even mee een boekje 

zoeken? 

4  (0,7) (0,7) 

5 Danny: n:o n:ee 

6  (0,5) (0,5) 

7 Intern D.: [just come [kom maar even 

8 Danny [what [wat 

9  (0,8) (0,8) 
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10 Danny no [I’m just going into the nee [ik gaat even in de 

11 Intern D.:      [(                )       [(            ) 

12  (0,9) (0,9) 

13 Danny going into the house gaat in huisje 

14  (5,0) ((Interns Denise enters the 

house area)) 

(5,0)  

15 Intern D.: you can play again later kan je straks weer spelen 

16  (0,7) ((Intern Denise squats at 

Danny’s)) 

(0,7)  

17 Intern D.: is that okay? is dat goed? 

18  (1,2) (1,2) 

19 Intern D.: first just er nicely pick a book eerst even eh leuk een boekje 

uitzoeken 

20  (0,7) (0,7) 

21 Intern D.: ok[ay? ok[e? 

22 Danny     [h: kay     [h: ke 

 

In Excerpt 2, intern Denise calls Danny to come and pick a book with her (Danny 

(0,3) will you join picking a book?, lines 1-3). She phrases this as a yes-no question 

and Danny replies with the disagreement token no (line 5). Danny’s dispreferred 

response results in a series of post-expansions (Schegloff, 2007) in which intern 

Denise challenges Danny’s second pair part. Intern Denise rephrases her request as a 

more reassuring directive (just come, line 7). In response, Danny then gives an 

account for his refusal (no I’m just going into the (0,9) going into the house, lines 10-

13). By walking over to Danny, intern Denise makes her request more compelling in 

the second post-expansion. She acknowledges his wish to play and says he can 

continue his play after he has picked a book (you can play again later (0,7) is that 

okay? (1,2) first just er nicely pick a book (0,7) okay?, lines 15-21). Notice how she 

tries to get Danny’s agreement in this turn by asking is that okay? and okay? (lines 17 

and 21). Normally, children do not need to give verbal agreement to the teacher’s 

invitation to the activity of book loan, but in this case, intern Denise prompts Danny 

to verbally agree to her invitation of coming to pick a book with her (lines 17 and 21). 

Finally, Danny gives the projected second pair part, by minimally agreeing (h: kay, 

line 22) and he joins intern Denise to the book loan location.  

So, we see that both teacher and child are using stronger means during the first 

post-expansion, giving arguments for their position. Intern Denise then uses some 

arguments with requests for confirmation and that brings Danny to an agreement. The 

teacher’s effort illustrates that children may have to be convinced of the importance of 
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the book loan activity. Children are not looking forward to the book loan activity as a 

new and interesting event, which also shows from the minimal or even lacking verbal 

acceptance of the invitation for joining by the other children.  

 

Basic routine: choosing a book 

When the child enters the book loan activity, he or she has to select a book. Once 

oriented to the activity of book loan, the child is not necessarily oriented to the actual 

books themselves. There is always a box with books to choose from and sometimes a 

couple of books are laid out on the table. Teachers may explicitly point children to 

these books.  

Children often browse the books in silence and the time they take to reach 

their choice may be short. Children do not open the books they are considering, so the 

only information they have about the book is visual from the cover. Teachers do not 

guide the choosing process, either verbally or non-verbally. Teachers sometimes 

‘facilitate’ choosing by orienting children to a limited number of books instead of the 

complete collection. They may present the child a couple of books, a choice between 

two books or only one book, which the child should accept or refuse. Teachers may 

use these strategies when children do not select a book on their own initiative or when 

the teacher wants to direct the child into making a different choice. Teachers do not 

seem to expect that children browse all books or take a long time before they make a 

decision, as is illustrated in excerpt 3.  

 

(3) “Browsing books” [Nicole (3;5), Intern Alice]  

 Speaker  Transcript Dutch original  

1  (51,0) ((Nicole sits in front of 

the book boxes and flips through 

the books. She takes out one 

book, glances at the cover and 

puts it back)) 

(51,0) 

2 Intern A.: can you find it Nicole? (.) heh 

((laughs a little)) 

kun je het vinden Nicole? (.) heh 

3  (26,5) ((Nicole flips through the 

rest of the books. When she 

arrives at the last book, she 

takes one of the first books in 

the box and stands up)) 

(26,5) 

4 Nicole: °that one. ((Nicole walks with 

the book to intern Alice)) 

°die. 
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In excerpt 3, Nicole (3;5) takes almost 1½ minutes to browse all the books in the book 

box, and half way she even takes out a book, glances at the cover and puts it back. 

Intern Alice comments with a little chuckle on Nicole’s extensive book search, which 

indicates that Nicole is browsing books more thoroughly than children usually do. 

Nicole, however, does not respond to intern Alice and silently continues her search 

until she has reached a decision. 

The way children indicate their choice for a book is straightforward: they 

generally use a verbal and nonverbal deixis. Children often say this one or that one (in 

Dutch: deze or die) in combination with pointing to the book, touching it or showing 

it. In some cases, a child only uses nonverbal means to indicate his or her choice. Just 

handing a book to the teacher or pointing to a book can thus serve as a way of making 

a choice in the routine of book loan as well. An example of the way a child may 

choose a book is given in excerpt 4. 

 

(4) “This one” [Peggy (3;7), intern Alice] 

 Speaker  Transcript Dutch original  

7 Intern A.: look (.) (the box) is over there 

((referring to the box with books 

to choose from)) 

kijk (.) daar staat (de doos) 

8  (23,8) ((Intern Alice talks to 

Sarah, who has made her choice 

for a book)) 

(23,8)  

9 Peggy: this one dehe 

10  (0,8) (0,8) 

11 Peggy: this one dehe 

12  (0,3) (0,3) 

13 Intern A.: >do you want to< take that one? >wil je< die mee? 

14  (0,3) (0,3) 

15 Peggy: yes ja 

16  (0,3) (0,3) 

17 Intern A.: okay oke 

18  ((Peggy walks away and intern 

Alice writes down Peggy’s 

choice in the registration 

folder)) 

 

 

Excerpt 4 starts with intern Alice orienting Peggy to the box of books and inviting her 

to select a book (look (.) (the box) is over there, line 7). Peggy selects a book in the 
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second pair part of the adjacency pair that started with intern Alice’s orientation to the 

book box. Peggy browses the books on her own, while intern Alice talks to another 

child. Peggy takes about 24 seconds to browse the books and then indicates her choice 

by saying this one (line 9) which she repeats when Intern Alice does not react. Intern 

Alice asks for confirmation of the choice in a post-expansion (do you want to take that 

one? line 13). When Peggy confirms, Intern Alice acknowledges the choice by a 

sequence closing third (okay, line 18; Schegloff, 2007). With this sequence closing, 

the joint activity of book loan is closed and Peggy and intern Alice proceed to their 

next activities: Peggy walks away to play and intern Alice writes down Peggy’s 

choice. 

 

Basic routine: acknowledging the choice 

After the teacher’s acknowledgement of the child’s selection, the book loan activity 

can be closed and the child may leave the book loan scene. The teacher may also 

prompt the child to leave, like in the excerpt of Sarah (2;11, excerpt 5). 

 

(5) “Acknowledging the choice” [Sarah (2;11), Assistant Eva] 

 Speaker  Transcript Dutch original  

1 Sarah: (      ) this one I want to take 

home 

(bloe-ee) deze wil ik(ke) naar 

huis brengen 

2  (0,5) (0,5) 

3 Sarah: this one [(er) I like best deze [(eh) vin ik het mooist 

4 Ass. E.:               [this one?         [deze? 

5 Ass. E.: o:kay o:ke 

6  (0,8) (0,8) 

7 Ass. E.: that one you’ll take die neem je mee 

8 Sarah: ↓hm↑hm ((confirming)) ↓hm↑hm 

9 Ass. E.: you can go and play outside je mag buiten gaan spelen 

 

Sarah uses a rather elaborated way of verbally indicating her choice (this one I want to 

take home (0,5) this one (er) I like best, lines 1-3). Assistant Eva acknowledges 

Sarah’s choice by saying okay (line 5). After another confirmation round (assistant E.: 

that one you’ll take, Sarah, confirming: ↓hm↑hm, lines 7-8), assistant Eva prompts 

Sarah to continue her free outside play, which she was doing before she entered the 

book loan activity. 

Children do not always make a preferred choice, though, and teachers 

sometimes reject the choice. Based on our analysis of the data, we can infer that the 

teachers base their (dis)approval of books on the idea that book loan should provide 
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children with new books. The situated activity system of book loan consists of two 

kinds of rules: procedural rules and content rules. Procedural rules are implicit 

discursive rules, which structure the routine. In addition, within the move of choosing 

a book, there are content rules, which define the type of book that has to be chosen. 

The content rules are not explicitly stated either, but are referred to when children are 

about to break them. Two content rules become clear in an excerpt of Danny (2;8), as 

he is browsing books and making his choice.  

 

(6) “That one again” [Danny (2;8), Assistant Karla] 

 Speaker Transcript Dutch Original  

1 Ass. K.: just have a look (.) just pick a 

book 

ga maar kijken (.) zoek maar 'n 

boekje uit 

2  (1,4) (1,4) 

3 Danny: that one I already have with my 

mummy this one? 

die heb ik al bij mijn mama 

deze? 

4  (0,5) (0,5) 

5 Ass. K.: that one you already have with 

mummy? >well quickly pick 

another book < there are so 

many nice books 

die heb je al bij mama? >nou 

gauw een ander boekje zoeken< 

zijn zoveel leuke boekjes 

6  (0,6) (0,6) 

7 Danny: e:r this  u:hm dees 

8  (0,9) (0,9) 

9 Danny: one ze 

10  (0,5) (0,5) 

11 Danny: this dees 

12  (0,6)  (0,6) 

13 Ass. K.: the train book ((part book 

title
25

)) you had that one once 

already too dear 

het treinenboek die heb je ook al 

een keer meegehad lieverd 

14  (0,4) (0,4) 

15 Danny: no: nee: 

16  (0,5) (0,5) 

17 Ass. K.: did you want that one again? wou je die nog een keer? 

18  (0,2) (0,2) 

19 Danny: ye:s ja: 

                                                 
25

 My big train book by Roger Priddy, Dutch title Mijn grote treinboek 
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20  (0,8) (0,8) 

21 Danny: that one again die nog een keer 

22  (0,7) (0,7) 

23 Danny: aga[i:n nog een ke[e:r 

24 Ass. K.:       [don’t you see another nice 

book? 

                 [zie je niet >nog een< 

ander leuk boekje? 

25  (0,5) (0,5) 

26 Danny: no [that one nee [die  

27 Ass. K.:      [look three hares are going to 

sleep ((book title
26

)) 

       [kijk drie haasjes gaan 

slapen  

 

When Danny is browsing books, he sees a book that he already has at home (that one 

I already have with my mummy this one? line 3). There is no direct indication that 

Danny wants to select this book, but assistant Karla uses his comment to refer to the 

content rule that you should not borrow books that you already have at home (that one 

you already have with mummy? >well quickly pick another book < there are so many 

nice books, line 5). Then Danny chooses a book, but with this choice, he violates the 

content rule that you should not pick books that you have already picked before. The 

wish to re-read books is not uncommon for children (Sulzby, 1985) or adolescents 

(Hopper, 2005), and experimental studies report positive effects of repeated reading 

on vocabulary development (e.g. Biemiller & Boote, 2006), but the teachers in our 

selection discourage children to choose books they already know. When Danny 

indicates he wants to have the ‘train book’, Assistant Karla considers Danny’s choice, 

refers to the book title and rejects his choice (the train book you had that one once 

already too dear, line 13). In the unmarked case, the child complies and picks another 

book, or agrees with an alternative that the teachers suggests. In this case, however, 

assistant Karla does not put the train book out of sight, and Danny firmly sticks to his 

choice. Assistant Karla even gives Danny conversational space to confirm the choice 

she disagrees with. First, she asks did you want that one again? (line 17), which 

Danny confirms (ye:s (0,8) that one again (0,8) agai:n, lines 19-23). Assistant Karla 

then tries to prompt Danny to consider other books (don’t you see another nice book?, 

line 24), but her question is phrased in such a way that it is not hard for Danny to 

refuse. Assistant Karla then switches to another strategy and proposes a specific book 

(look three hares are going to sleep, line 27). After this first suggestion, assistant 

Karla proposes two other book titles (not in the excerpt), but Danny keeps saying he 

wants to have the “train book”. In the end, assistant Karla grants him his choice. This 
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 Dutch picture book Drie haasjes gaan slapen by Betty Sluyzer 
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is the only case in our collection in which a child is allowed to take a book that the 

teacher disapproved of. 

The procedural rules and content rules are part of the situated activity system 

of book loan. The rules are known by the members of the community and have to be 

learned by newcomers, like new children or new interns. The exact meaning of the 

content rule that one should choose a new book, is neither explicit nor strict, as we 

can infer from teachers talking amongst themselves or to new interns, as is illustrated 

by excerpt 7, in which Miss Trynke intervenes in the book loan activity of Shamira 

(3;0) and intern Denise. 

 

(7) “You’ve already read this one” [Shamira (3;0), Intern Denise, Miss Trynke] 

 Speaker  Transcript Dutch original  

1 Shamira: that one die 

2  (6,7) (6,7) 

3 Intern D.: you’ve already read this one deze heb je al gelezen 

4  (1,2) (1,2) 

5 Miss T.: just pick another [one moet je even andere [zoeken 

6 Intern D.:                             [look                                  [kijk 

7  (0,6) (0,6) 

8 Miss T.: right? (.) if you just read that 

one 

he? (.) als je die net gelezen hebt 

9  (0,4) (0,4) 

10 Miss T.: or two weeks ago then er  

([       ) 

of twee weken geleden dan eh  

([           ) 

11 Shamira:  [that one::! (.) that one that one 

that one 

 [die::! (.) die die die 

 

In excerpt 7, Shamira picks a book that is not new to her. Intern Denise refers then to 

the content rule that chosen books should be new and comments you’ve already read 

this one (line 3). There is a 1,2 second pause and then Miss Trynke intervenes and 

prompts Shamira to choose another book (just pick another one, line 5) and intern 

Denise aligns by orienting Shamira to other books (look, line 6). Miss Trynke then 

explicates the content rule a little bit further (right? (.) if you just read that one (0,4) 

or two weeks ago then er (       ), lines 8-10). Shamira interrupts this explanation by 

emphasizing her new choice (that one::! (.) that one that one that one, line 11). Both 

the child and the intern are relative novices to the routine and the teacher’s elaboration 

orients both of them to the meaning of the content rule of new books. 
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4.4.3 Additional routines 

The basic routine of book loan (teacher orients child to the activity, child chooses a 

book, teacher acknowledges the choice) can be extended by two types of teacher 

moves. The first type of move is to stimulate reading, and with the second type of 

move, teachers orient children to the registration of their choice. We will illustrate the 

two types of expansions below. 

 

Expansion: stimulating reading 

When a child presents a book choice to the teacher, the teacher can “just” 

acknowledge the choice, but she can also refer to the content of the book after the 

choice has been made. Teachers may read the title of the book, refer to the topic or 

main characters of the story or read a few pages (or even the entire book) to the child. 

In excerpt 5, the teacher does all these three things. 

 

(8) “It’s about an egg” [Ryan (2;6), Miss Trynke] 

Situation: Ryan picked a book and gave it to Miss Trynke. Miss Trynke suggested 

reading the book to see what it is about and asked Ryan to take a seat next to her. 

 Speaker  Transcript Dutch original  

1 Miss T.: the egg ((reads title
27

)) het ei  

2  (1,3) (1,3) 

3 Miss T.: it’s about an egg het gaat over een ei 

4  (0,3) (0,3) 

5 Ryan: lo[o:k! ki[j:k! 

6 Miss T.:    [o: (.) that’s the egg [you see?    [o: (.) dat is het ei zie [je dat? 

7 Ryan:                                     [er ye:s                                       [uh ja:  

8  (0,4) (0,4) 

9 Miss T.: there lay an egg as white as 

(snow) ((reads first line and 

continues reading)) 

er lag een ei zo wit als (sneeuw) 

 

In excerpt 8, Ryan picked a book and gave it to Miss Trynke. Miss Trynke confirmed 

his choice and suggested they read the book. First she reads the book title (the egg, 

line 1), then she describes the topic of the book (it’s about an egg, line 3). Ryan is 

sharing the attention for the book with Miss Trynke, and he directs the focus to the 

picture of the egg on the cover of the book by excitedly saying loo:k! (line 5). After 

joint attention is established, Miss Trynke starts to read to Ryan.  

                                                 
27

 Dutch picture book Het ei by Dick Bruna 
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Another way of orienting the child to read is to refer to the future use of the book: the 

child will take it home and read it with a parent. Apparently, reading at home is seen 

as a mother’s job by the caregivers in preschool (or alternatively, mothers are the ones 

who generally take up this task), because the mother is mentioned every time ‘reading 

with a parent’ comes up. Fathers are sometimes mentioned, but only when the mother 

is mentioned as well. Excerpt 9 illustrates how teachers orient children on taking the 

book home and reading it with a parent. 

 

(9) “Read it with mummy” [Rachid (3;0), Miss Trynke] 

Situation: Miss Trynke read a few pages from the book that Rachid chose 

 Speaker  Transcript Dutch original  

1 Miss T.: look (.) shall I put that one in 

your bag then? 

kijk (.) zal ik die dan in je tas 

doen? 

2  (0,3) (0,3) 

3 Rachid: [yes [ja  

4 Miss T.: [you can take this one with 

((closes the book)) 

[mag jij deze meenemen met  

5 Rachid: yes ja 

6 Miss T.: with mummy and with met mama en met 

7  (0,4) (0,4) 

8 Miss T.: Manisha ((older sister)) 

continue reading 

Manisha verder lezen 

9  (0,3) ((Miss T. takes Rachid’s 

book bag)) 

(0,3) 

10 Miss T.: ok[ay? ok[e? 

11 Rachid:     [yes     [ja 

 

In excerpt 9, Miss Trynke orients Rachid to the reading of the book by reading a 

couple of pages herself. She then announces to put the book into his special book bag 

(look (.) shall I put that one in your bag then?, line 1) and tells Rachid he can read the 

book at home with his mother and sister (with mummy and with (0,4) Manisha 

continue reading, lines 6-8). So, teachers can execute or discuss the intended 

emergent literacy skill of reading books during the book loan activity.  

 

Expansion: registration 

When the child selected a book, the teacher has to process this choice: she writes 

down the book title in a folder and the child’s name in the book, and puts the book in 

the child’s special book bag. Although teachers always register the child’s choice, this 
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move is not part of the mutual SAS of book loan for all children. Teachers may 

register the choice after the interaction is closed and the child has left the book loan 

scene, but children may also stay while teachers register the choice, and teachers 

orient children to this registration process. An example of an orientation to 

registration is given in excerpt 10.  

 

(10) “I’ll put your name in it” [Kirsten (3;5), Miss Trynke] 

 Speaker Transcript Dutch Original  

1 Miss T.: shall I put it in your bag zal ik die in jou tas doen  

2  (0,3) (0,3) 

3 Miss T.: you can take it home Kirsten I’ll 

put your name in it 

mag jij die mee naar huis 

Kirsten zet ik jouw naam d’r in  

4  (1,6) (1,6)  

5 Miss T.: <Kirsten> <Kirsten>  

6  (0,6) (0,6) 

7 Miss T.: you can nicely read it at home 

with mummy right? 

kan je thuis lekker met mama 

lezen heh? 

8  (0,6) (0,6) 

9 Kirsten: no Brit ((older sister)) wants to 

read it always 

nee Brit wil hem graag lezen 

altijd 

10 Miss T.: oh Britney? oh Britney? 

11  (0,7) (0,7) 

12 Miss T.: °er which day was it? (.) 

november three° 

°ehm welke datum was 't nou? 

(.) drie november°  

13  (0,7) (0,7) 

14 Miss T.: °october three? ° °drie oktober?° 

15  (3,0) (3,0) 

16 Miss T.: °well° °nou° 

17  (2,4) (2,4) 

18 Miss T.: °three ten o six° ((3 oct. ’06))- 

can your sister read well 

°drie tien nul zes°- kan jouw 

zusje goed lezen 

19  (0,5) (0,5) 

20 Kirsten: yes ja° 

21 Miss T.: yes? can she read well to you? ja? kan die goed voorlezen aan 

jou 

22  (2,3) (2,3) 

23 Miss T.: ° (that one is) °(die ligt nou) 

24  (2,5) (2,5) 
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25 Miss T.: just get your bag even jouw tas zoeken 

26  (1,6) (1,6) 

27 Miss T.: Ryan ((Miss Trynke is searching 

Kirsten’s bag and sees Ryan’s 

bag)) 

Ryan 

28  (2,2) (2,2) 

29 Miss T.: °(Sven) ((Miss Trynke sees 

Sven’s bag)) 

°(Sven) 

30  (2,2) (2,2) 

31 Miss T.: Annet ((Miss Trynke sees 

Annet’s bag)) 

Annet 

32  (3,2) (3,2) 

33 Miss T.: Kirsten! ((Miss Trynke found 

Kirsten’s bag)) 

Kirsten! 

34  (0,4) (0,4) 

35 Miss T.: Kirsten do you want to se- ask 

Annet if she will come to Miss 

to pick a book? 

Kirsten wil jij Annet even naar 

juf st- vragen of ze een boekje 

komt zoeken? 

36  (0,5) (0,5) 

37 Kirsten: yes ja 

38 Miss T.: yes? ja? 

39  ((Kirsten walks outside and tells 

the assistant that Annet should 

go inside to pick a book)) 

 

 

In excerpt 10, Miss Trynke verbalizes the things that she has to do herself to process 

Kirsten’s choice: placing the book in the special book bag (shall I put it in your bag, 

line 1) and writing the child’s name in the book (I’ll put your name in it (1,6) 

<Kirsten>, lines 3-5). Miss Trynke alternates between an orientation to registration 

and to reading. After she wrote down Kirsten’s name in the registration folder, she 

refers to reading (you can nicely read it at home with mummy right?, line 7). Kirsten 

in her turn identifies a trouble source (Schegloff, 2000) and says her older sister 

always reads her books (no Brit wants to read it always, line 9), and Miss Trynke 

gives another initiated repair (oh Britney?, line 10). Miss Trynke will resume this 

topic later, but inserts a sequence of private speech when she needs to write down the 

date in the registration folder (°er which day was it? (.) november three° (0,7) 

°october three? (3,0) °well° (2,4) °three ten o six°-, lines 12-18). This sequence is an 

example of peripheral learning (Wenger, 1998) as it provides Kirsten as a bystander 
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with literacy experience (Larson, 1999). Miss Trynke proceeds straight into a renewed 

take up of the previous topic: Kirsten’s sister reading the book (can your sister read 

well, line 18 and can she read well to you?, line 21). This topic was still active for 

both speakers, so they do not have to go through a re-opening sequence. After this 

second orientation to reading, Miss Trynke shifts again to organizational matters: she 

puts the book in the special bag and instructs Kirsten to ask a new child to enter the 

book loan activity.   

Through orientation on the administration of book loan, children are oriented 

to a special type of literacy event (Barton, Hamilton & Ivanic, 2000), namely 

‘administrative conduct’. The administration serves as a relevant, mundane literacy 

event (see chapter 3): writing down the child’s choice is a natural and relevant move 

in the child’s current interaction and follows from the previous actions. In addition, 

administration is a way of familiarizing children with the routine of real library loan. 

Just how relevant administration can be, is shown in excerpt 11 where Nicole is 

denied her choice at the very last moment.  

 

(11) “You’ve already had that one!” [Nicole (2;7), intern Ellen] 

 Speaker Transcript Dutch Original  

1  (7,3) ((Nicole picks a book and 

nonverbally indicates her choice 

to intern Ellen)) 

(7,3) 

2 Intern E.:  yes? (.) do you want that one ja? (.) wil je die 

3  (0,3) (0,3) 

4 Intern E.:  okay okee 

5  (17,3) ((Nicole is about to walk 

away)) 

(17,3)  

6 Intern E.:  oh no (.) you’ve already had that 

one! you’ve already had that 

one! 

oh nee (.) die heb je al gehad! 

die heb je al gehad!  

7  (1,2) (1,2) 

8 Intern E.:  ↑look↑ (.) ((points to the 

registration folder)) you’ve 

already had that one (.) just pick 

another book okay? ((takes the 

disapproved book and puts it 

back in the book box)) 

↑kijk↑ (.) die heb je al gehad. (.) 

moet je even ander boekje 

uitzoeken oke?  
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In excerpt 11, Nicole chose a book, which intern Ellen acknowledged (yes? (.) do you 

want that one (0,3) okay, lines 2-4). Initially, it looks like the book loan activity of 

Nicole and intern Ellen follows the basic pattern and Nicole is about to walk away. 

Intern Ellen then re-opens the activity when she notices in the registration folder that 

the book is not new to Nicole (oh no (.) you’ve already had that one! you’ve already 

had that one! (1,2) ↑look↑ (.) you’ve already had that one (.) just pick another book 

okay?, lines 6-8). The special function of registration is emphasized by intern Ellen, 

when she points to the registration folder and repeats that Nicole ‘already had that 

one’. Intern Ellen uses the registration folder as holding authority: because it is 

written in the registration folder that Nicole chose this book before, the book loan 

activity must be reopened. When children are aware of the power of the registration, it 

is not surprising that they are oriented to the registration move, like Danny seems to 

do in excerpt 12.  

 

(12) “That was all” [Danny (2;4) Intern Denise] 

 Speaker Transcript Dutch Original  

1 Intern D.: you can take it home and then 

mummy will read it to you (.) 

okay? 

mag je die mee naar huis en dan 

gaat mamma die voorlezen (.) 

oke? 

2  (0,6) ((Danny nods)) (0,6) 

3 Intern D.: you can go and play now mag je weer gaan spelen 

4  (0,5) ((Danny nods)) (0,5) 

5 Intern D.: that was all dat was het 

6  (0,3) (0,3) 

7 Intern D.: just go and play ((puts her hand 

on Danny’s shoulder)) 

ga maar spelen  

8  (2,7) ((Denise starts writing in 

the registration folder))  

(2,7)  

9 Danny: can I go home? ((points to the 

house area)) 

mag ik naar huis?  

10  (0,7) (0,7) 

11 Intern D.: yes (.) just go to the house ja (.) ga maar naar het huis 

12  ((Danny runs to the house 

area)) 

 

 

In excerpt 12, intern Denise refers to the use of the book by telling Danny he will take 

the book home to read from (you can take it home and then mummy will read it to you 

(.) okay?, line 1). Intern Denise then tries to close the activity by telling Danny: you 
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can go and play now (line 3). With this directive, she projects the action of walking 

away, but Danny stays where he is and nods instead of leaving the book loan scene. 

Intern Denise repeats her attempts to encourage Danny to go by saying that was all 

(0,3) just go and play (lines 5-7). She emphasizes her directive by putting her hand on 

his shoulder. Danny stands up, but does not leave. When her actions do not have the 

desired effect, intern Denise moves on to a next activity herself and she starts 

registering Danny’s choice. When intern Denise is writing in the folder, Danny asks 

after a little while whether he can go to the house area (can I go home?, line 9), which 

Denise grants (yes (.) just go to the house, line 11).  

Apparently, to Danny it is not clear when he can actually leave the book loan 

scene. He does not react to the teachers’ permission to go and play (you can go and 

play now, line 3), the pre-closing formulation (that was all, line 5) nor to the prompt 

that follows (just go and play, line 7). It seems to be unclear to Danny what he is 

exactly supposed to do. We can interpret his question (can I go home? line 9) as a 

repair-initiation, to which intern Denise responds by confirming and expanding the 

propositional content of her permission. Danny’s waiting and his question indicate 

uncertainty about what he is supposed to do. This uncertainty could be related to the 

position of the teacher’s permission to go and play: at the border of the registration 

move. Danny and intern Denise seem to disagree on whether the administrative move 

requires a change in the participation structure of the activity. Intern Denise tells 

Danny to go and then starts to work on her administrative tasks. This behavior 

indicates that to her, the move of administration leads to a shift in participation 

structure: the child does not need to be there anymore. This seems to be less clear for 

Danny, as he did not leave the activity when intern Denise told him to.  

 

4.4.4 Differences between the preschools 

Our selection consists of book loan fragments of children and teachers in two 

preschool classrooms. Each preschool is a community with shared background 

knowledge, best practices and routines. We can expect that activities are structured 

differently within different community of users. The SAS of book loan indeed differs 

between the two preschools. The three moves of the basic routine (orientation, choice 

and acknowledgement) are the core of all book loan interactions in both preschools. 

However, the preschools differ in how frequently teachers and children include the 

two expansion moves to the routine. In preschool A, children and teachers frequently 

follow the basic routine only: of the 22 interactions, 1 has an additional orientation on 

reading and 3 are expanded with a registration procedure. In preschool C, expansions 

are more frequent: of the 15 fragments, 4 include an orientation to reading, 3 an 

orientation to registration, and 4 are expanded with both types of moves. We did not 
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find clear evidence explaining when expansions do or do not occur, but we can 

formulate two possible influences. The orientation to reading may partly be 

influenced by time constraints of the teacher – especially when she wants to read to 

the child. Whether the move of registration is part of the book loan depends in part on 

the child: the teacher has to register the choice anyway, and when the child chooses 

not to leave the book loan scene, he or she is oriented to the registration. Teachers 

may tell children they can go and play after they have acknowledged the choice, but 

they never prevent children from leaving after the acknowledgement: children may 

leave when the teacher registers the choice (and are sometimes even urged to leave), 

but they can stay as well. Children create their own learning this way. 

 

4.5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The basic version of the activity of book loan consists of three moves. In the first 

move, the teacher orients the child to the activity of book loan. Children often are 

reoriented to the new activity of book loan from their free play activity. This 

reorientation takes effort because children do not seem to consider the book loan 

activity as having priority over their own free play activity: they accept the teacher’s 

invitation, but only with minimal verbal agreement and sometimes even after some 

negotiation.  

Once the child is oriented to the new activity, child and teacher proceed to the 

second move in which the child selects a book. Children choose a book on their own. 

The teacher may provide guidance by orienting the child to (part of) the collection of 

books. Children can only base their choice on information from the cover of the book 

(except when teachers suggest a particular book by reading its title). Children 

generally indicate their choice minimally by saying this one or that one and/or 

pointing to the book or handing it to the teacher.  

In the third move, the teacher acknowledges the child’s choice. Teacher 

approval depends on implicit content rules that state that children should choose new 

books. After this third move, the child can leave the book loan activity.  

Two additional moves may be used: the teacher can orient the child to reading 

the book (by talking about the story, referring to use at home or reading a bit herself) 

and the child can be oriented to the registration process. The child him- or herself 

influences the occurrence of the orientation to registration: the teacher has to register 

the choice anyway and by choosing not to leave the activity, the child includes this 

move in the SAS of book loan.   

The activity of book loan seems to be more about learning to take part in the 

routine than about learning how to make an educated choice for a book. One might 

expect that the move of choosing the book would be essential in the routine, but in 
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reality, the teacher provides only a minimal amount of guidance, verbally as well as 

nonverbally. Apparently, for the teacher, the essence of the move of choosing is the 

structure, not the content of the move. There is no emphasis on choosing strategies in 

this move, as children are not scaffolded into how to make an educated choice. 

Teachers generally do not guide the children into making an educated choice, but let 

the child chose whatever book they want, as long as it is new. So, the move of 

choosing a book seems to be a ritualized action where content and choosing strategies 

are not verbalized. However, teachers do refer to the content of the book after the 

child has made his or her choice, with the expansion that orients to reading. The 

content of the book is not used as a way of choosing, but it is used afterwards as a 

way of justifying the choice. By doing this, teachers treat the child’s choice as a 

conscious one and acknowledge the choice by referring positively to the content of the 

book.  

We suspect that children do use choosing strategies during their search for a 

book, but these seem to be implicit and not verbalized. British adolescents reported 5 

factors on which they base their book choice: 1) positive previous experiences with 

the book or the author, 2) an attractive and colorful cover, 3) recommendation by 

family and peers, 4) appearance in the media, for example a film version of a book, 

and 5) a popular genre (Hopper, 2005). We hypothesize that preschool children use 

the strategy of choosing based on an attractive cover and appealing topic, as shown 

on the cover (Kragler, 2000; Mohr, 2006; Popma-Kraan, 1987), since they only see 

the book covers when they are browsing the books and they do not flip through the 

books before they reach a decision. In other words, the cover is their only source of 

information. A book cover may be especially attractive when it shows a character 

children know from television or toys. Albert (3;7) for example excitedly announced 

his choice when he saw a book about Bob the Builder, saying: BOB THE BUILDER! 

yes (0,5) bob the builder (0,7) I bob the builder (BOB DE BOUWER! ja (0,5) bob de 

bouwer (0,7) ik bob de bouwer). When children choose a book, they may thus use a 

combination of the strategies: attractive cover and familiarity with topic or main 

character.  

A different type of expansion to the routine in the two preschools is the 

orientation to registration of the choice. This administration is a special type of 

literacy event and serves in a more general role in emergent literacy: every relevant 

instance in which written language is used can add to children’s understanding of the 

use and function of literacy. The “power” of writing is strong in registration activities: 

a choice is only definite when it is written down in the special folder, and a choice can 

be rejected because it is noted in the registration folder that the child has already 

chosen the book before. It is interesting to see that there seems to be some uncertainty 
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about the participation structure of this expansion phase, i.e. whether children are 

supposed to stay during the administration move.  

This paper illustrates the importance of studying elements of educational 

curricula in daily life to understand what children experience, what they might learn 

and how learnability may be increased. The activity of book loan can play a 

multifaceted role in emergent literacy: children not only have access to books, they 

can also be oriented to the activity of reading, the use and purpose of registration and 

the practice of choosing a book. These meaningful elements are mainly found in the 

supplemental moves of the activity book loan.  




